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1.

Introduction

In January 2022, the site was leased from Tesco Stores Ltd by a newly formed
Community Interest Company and will be managed as a nature reserve with public
access with part of the site, at the east end adjacent the footbridge, potentially used as
boat/canoe/paddle board storage. Under the terms of a Section 106 agreement the site
was protected from development and initially announced as a nature reserve with
boardwalk by Tesco in the early 1990s, although it was subsequently largely abandoned,
with the boardwalk broken up and little management carried out until the last decade
when the ditch running through the middle of the site was cleared at the behest of the
neighbouring property, the boardwalk (by then in a dangerous condition) removed and
‘private property’ and hazard warning signs placed on the site.

Plan A. Location of Chelmer Valley Reserve

This report covers the management and creation of habitat on the Reserve. It does not
cover day to day health and safety matters, litter picking, construction of paths and
boardwalks and subsequent maintenance, and provision and maintenance of signage etc.
The report uses informal descriptions of habitat, not a scienti cally accepted de nition of
each.
This Report should be considered as a working document rather than set in stone.
As discoveries are made or local conditions change, we may have to amend our
management strategy across part, or all, of the Reserve.
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2.0 Background
2.

Site Information

Chelmer Blackwater Reserve is located between the Chelmer Navigation to the north,
River Chelmer to the south, the A414 Maldon bypass to the west (with Maldon Golf
course beyond) and Tesco Maldon superstore to the east.
It is unclear when the site received its former name Iron Works Meadow. This may be
simply because the Maldon Ironworks (built 1875) was the most prominent neighbouring
feature. It was also previously referred to as Navigation Meadow, no doubt because of the
bordering with Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation canal (opened 1797). The Reserve
would have originally been saltings alongside the tidal River Chelmer (it is within an areas
known as Stone Mead on a 1762 survey of the river) but with the creation of the seawall,
it probably became grazing meadow with aerial photos during the late 1940s appearing to
show cows grazing the southern half and the northern half reed bed looking much as
today. Channel-like features within the reed-bed may be traces of historic salt marsh
creeks.
The Reserve’s southern edge is de ned by the seawall to the Chelmer which is tidal at
this point. To the north, the canal-side path to the Chelmer Navigation and strip of land
adjacent de ne the boundary. The west boundary is de ned by a metal post and wire
fence running along the edge of a public footpath that itself runs parallel with the A414
Maldon Bypass, formerly the line of the railway line to Maldon West Station and
Woodham Ferrers. The east boundary is de ned by the access path and approach to the
modern bridge over the Chelmer Navigation.
The site is bisected nominally east-west by a drainage ditch, known historically as the
Kings Mere, owing from the adjacent golf course and under the bypass via a Victorian
culvert (constructed with the old railway line during the 1880s), and then passing under
the seawall via a sluice. Originally a meandering feature (see Plan B), the Kings Mere was
straightened some time after 1938 and prior to 1981 (from OS Maps). Plan B also
identi es another tributary of this drain to the east end of the reserve that ran from a point
in the north-east corner of the
Reserve immediately adjacent to the
Navigation. Water would ow south
from this point (black arrow on Plan
B). It is quite possible that there was
a chunker under the Navigation at
this point, especially given that the
drain running through what is now
Oak Tree Meadow to the north lines
up with the tributary (dotted blue lines
on Plan B show the two possible
routes). If this is blocked/destroyed, it
would explain why Oak Tree Meadow
is always ooding.
Plan B. Ordnance Survey 1895 revision
Overhead electric cables are present
above the southern side of the Reserve, terminating at a pole with transformer towards
the south-eastern corner. No other utilities/mains are known to be present on the site.
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The site has been leased from Tesco Stores Ltd (Company No. 519500) by Chelmer
Blackwater Reserve CIC (Company No. 13239317) for a term of 100 years from 27th
January 2022 at a peppercorn rent paid annually in advance. Tesco or the company may
terminate the lease on 27th January 2027 and on the expiry of each consecutive period of
ve years for the remainder of the term. The use of the site is restricted to that of public
open space and nature reserve within Class F2 of the Town and Country Planning (Use
Classes) Order 2020 with boating facilities.
The site is listed as a proposed Local Wildlife Site (Ma41) in the current Maldon District
Local Plan, it qualifying under selection criteria for Lowland Meadow (HCr11*) and Reed
Bed (HCr21*). Both these habitats are UK Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitats.
*see Appendix 1
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3.0 Site Description
3.1 Summary
Chelmer Blackwater Reserve covers
approximately 2.2 hectares (5.5 acres) and
currently consists of approximately 50%
reed bed and wetland habitat, 30%
grassland/seawall and 20% scrub/trees. See
Plan C for a more detailed breakdown of the
basic habitat types.
3.2 Habitats
The following provides a brief description of
simple habitat types identi ed on the site.
Apart from an Essex Ecology Services
s u r v e y ( E s s e x W i l d l i f e Tr u s t ) , w h i c h
Photo 1. Aerial photograph 1948
unfortunately remains unavailable, no other
surveys have been carried out to date so the
summaries below are based on brief observations from recent visits.
Reed bed is the predominant habitat on the site covering around one hectare of the total.
The reed beds are found mainly to the north of the Kings Mere but also the lower areas to
its south. The overwhelmingly predominant species is Common Reed Phragmites
australis. A lack of any oral surveys precludes further comment, other than to state that
the reed bed shows signs of drying out and nettles are numerous in some areas.
However, recent observations in areas where reed was cleared in October 2021 show that
potentially a diverse fauna may remain in the seed bank.
Comparison of old OS maps and satellite photographs and observations on the ground
show that along the former route of the Kings Mere, there remains a general depression,
part of which might have been made into a pond (in the 1990s?), which is what appears
to be shown on older satellite photos. However, the photo is perhaps open to
misinterpretation and evidence on the ground maybe suggests that there is not a pond
but an oxbow lake type feature along the old route of the Kings Mere.
This area is however di cult to
make out on site as it is full of
reeds.
The old line of the ditch has the
only sallows Salix sp. on the site
(excluding the cricket-bat willows)
which form a small wet scrub
patch between wet and dry areas.
Edging much of this wet scrub is
dense bramble Rubus sp., patches
of which can also be found within
Chelmer Blackwater Reserve
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the dry scrub and also to the northern side of the reed bed.
Along the southern side of the site is the borrowdyke created when the seawall was
raised. This holds a variety of ‘marshy’ habitats along its length but appears relatively dry
and is probably receiving insu cient water to prevent the borrowdyke ultimately
becoming grass dominated. The northern side of the borrowdyke has numerous areas of
bare earth present, due largely to the actions of grazing European Rabbit Oryctolagus
cuniculus. However, scrub has developed on almost all of the banks to both sides and is
spreading into the grassland.
Occupying much of the western end of the site, the grassland appears to have a good
mix of typical grassland species (Marsh Foxtail Alopecerus geniculatus, Meadow Foxtail
A. pratensis, Tufted Hair-grass Deschampsia cespitosa, Meadow Barley Hordeum
secalinum, Rough Meadow-grass Poa trivialis, Yorkshire Fog Holcus linatus (species data
extracted from Local Wildlife Site listing). However, it is not known if these species still
occur on site. Lady’s Bedstraw Galium verum and Great Mullein Verbascum thapsusis are
two of the few other species recorded recently but the grassland is being increasingly
shaded out by Blackthorn Prunus spinosa with many areas now scrub-covered rather
than open grassland. Much of the cover is scrub with a dense canopy, a much diminished
scrub layer and very little ground ora. Common Broom Cytisus scoparius is also a
feature of the site and is found throughout the scrub-covered area, although this is also
being crowded out. Amongst the Blackthorn and Common Broom, are a few Oak
Quercus sp., Field Maple Acer campestre, Crab Apple Malus sylvestris, wild cherry sp.
Prunus sp. and also Holm Oak Quercus ilex. Dense bramble is also present in several
areas. There are a signi cant number of large anthills in this area of the site.

Plan C. Simple habitat types existing on the Reserve

April 2022
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The northern side of the seawall is a mix of typical coarse
grasses which we understand is mown annually by the
Environment Agency.
Along the northern boundary, there are a number of very
mature Cricket-bat Willow Salix alba ‘Caerulea’ some of which
have the potential to hold bat roosts and because of their size Photo 3. Natural soil
are a feature of the nearby landscape and attract various birds. stratigraphy below central
We understand that there are plans by the owners of the grassland
timber to fell these but there appears to be a question mark
over the boundaries this point, which is causing delays on any nal decisions.
The eastern end of the site, comprising an area of very dry reed bed, bramble scrub and
grass, with builders debris from the construction of the adjacent footpath and bridge also
has a rough footpath worn through it (Bu er Area on plan). This does not have signi cant
oral value and it is planned that the area will be used as storage for small, non-motorised
boats etc. No further reference will be made to this area within this report.
3.3 Fauna
Apart from the previously mentioned EECOS Report, there have been no systematic
surveys of the Reserve, and only casual observations of some species groups.
3.3.1 Invertebrates
The LoWS citation in Maldon Local Plan
mentions the Essex Red List Digger Wasp Astata
boops. A visit on 2nd June 2021 found the dayying moth Mother Shipton Callistege mias, an
uncommon species locally, as well as Green
Hairstreak Callophrys rubi, Holly Blue Celastrina
argiolus and Large White butter y Pieris
brassicae.
Dragon ies present that day were Banded
Demoiselle Calopteryx splendens, Azure
Damsel y Coenagrion puella, Scarce Chaser
Libellula fulva (currently listed as Near Threatened
(https://british-dragon ies.org.uk/species/scarce-chaser/)) and
Broad-bodied Chaser Libellula depressa.

Photo 4. Ant hills in grassland areas

April 2022
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A very dense coarse grassed area which contains virtually no other species of ora
covers the central southern area of the Reserve. A lack of any plants other than grasses is
unusual. The surface is highly uneven, again with large ant hills in places. A trial hole dug
in this area revealed what appeared to be a natural
stratigraphy to the soil (Photo 3). Older aerial photographs
suggest that the meadow was mowed, although how often is
unknown (see Photo 2 - note stripes in grass). It is possible
that this regime with the arisings perhaps left in situ, combined
with subsequent abandonment, has allowed coarse grasses to
become totally dominant at the expense of other plants.

The signi cant number of large ant hills suggest a good population of ants, although with
shading of the ground by dense canopy many will have been lost in the scrubby areas.
3.3.2. Birds
Occasional visits con rm that Eurasian Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus and
Common Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus breed on the site and probably Eurasian
Wren Troglodytes troglodytes, Dunnock Prunella modularis, Cettis’ Warbler Cettia cetti,
Common Whitethroat Curruca communis, Eurasian Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla and
Common Chi cha Phylloscopus collybita. Eurasian Bull nch Pyrrhula pyrrhula and
Common Cuckoo Cuculus canorus have also been noted during the breeding season
whilst winter visitors include Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus, Water Rail Rallus
aquaticus, Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea and Common Teal Anas crecca.
Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus hunt over the grasslands at all times of year and
European Green Woodpecker Picus viridis have been seen feeding on the ant hills.
Common Treecreeper Certhia familiaris has recently been seen feeding on the Cricket-bat
Willows.
3.3.3 Bats
No survey data is available but the location, next to the Chelmer Navigation, combined
with the presence of ageing cricket-bat willows with splits and cracks within them, mean
that there is potential for bats across the Reserve.
3.3.4. Amphibians and Reptiles
Separate visits in 2021 noted the presence of Common Lizard Zootoca vivipara (2nd
June) and Grass Snake Natrix helvetica (17th September).
3.4 Community access and use
The entire site is e ectively open to the public but in reality few people access the site
itself as it can be viewed from all round from the public footpaths. Some litter is evident,
but does not appear to be a serious issue despite the Reserve being close to Tesco,
although there are hints that persons are entering the site at the west end for drinking etc.
Implications of increasing ease of access across the site will need to be considered in
relation to disturbance and impact on biodiversity.

April 2022
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4.0 Evaluation
4.1 Site interest features
4.1.1 Reed bed
Reed Beds are a UK Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitat and can support a wide
range of scarce and threatened plant, bird and invertebrate species.
4.1.2 Borrowdyke
Created when the seawall was constructed, this section of borrowdyke is a remnant of
what was present along this entire section of seawall. It is unclear how it drains, although
it should run to the east and indeed appears from the levels to do so. Borrowdykes are
often brackish and so can support a di erent ora and fauna to freshwater.
4.1.3 Kings Mere - drainage ditch
A signi cant feature of the site, cutting it almost into two equal halves, the drain is the
principal source of water draining onto the site roughly west to east. An important feature
for aquatic invertebrates and sh, its value was signi cantly diminished when it was
straightened as suitable spawning and protected areas no longer exist. Water quality is
important for a healthy watercourse; its current quality is not known.
4.1.4 Pond(s)
Historically, ponds have been an undervalued biodiversity resource. They can support a
wide variety of both freshwater and terrestrial species including amphibians, reptiles,
birds, bats and mammals and can support more species than rivers. They can also be
visually appealing and form a focus in a landscape.
4.1.5 Wet scrub
The transition from wet to dry habitat is often formed by willow, upon which a wide range
of invertebrates can live. Birds such as Common Cuckoo and Sedge Warbler will also
favour wet scrub, if e ectively managed.
4.1.6 Dry Scrub
While this is an important habitat for invertebrates and birds, both as a food source and
nesting, the vigorous Blackthorn growth is detrimentally a ecting a much scarcer local
resource, which at very least is semi-improved and may be unimproved grassland, given
the brief ‘hints’ of what exists in the small remaining patches of grassland in open areas
between scrub.
4.1.7 Cricket-bat Willows
These are very mature trees that show signs of stress and age cracks, ssures and other
such features developing which can potentially o er roosts for bats. Their future is at
present uncertain.

fi
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4.1.8 Grassland areas.
At present, there are three distinct areas of
grassland A. The western-most grassland which is mostly
covered in scrub
B. The central, dense, grass only meadow area
with no other plants
C. The seawall
A. is potentially an interesting area of nutrient
poor grassland perhaps an area largely
undisturbed for decades, being alongside the old
railway line and well away from the built-up area
of Maldon. Careful scrub removal should help Plan D. Grassland areas
the recovery of this potentially rare local habitat.
B. is unusually lacking in any other plants apart from grasses and mosses.
C. appears to be managed as most seawalls are around Maldon with a single cut in late
summer, although a spring cut may be carried out.
4.1.9 South-facing borrowdyke bank
The south-facing slope of the borrowdyke is grazed by rabbits and this action has
produced slopes of close-cropped vegetation and patches of bare and loose soil which
are ideal for hole-nesting invertebrates such as wasps and bees; being south facing they
have the potential to hold populations of species at the northern edge of their ranges.
Scrub is heavily shading this habitat and long lengths have completely disappeared under
it.
4.2 Priority bird species with potential for colonisation.
The following species of Conservation Concern have the potential to colonise the site and
should inform management objectives •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common Cuckoo (Red Listed)
Common Moorhen (Amber Listed)
Sedge Warbler (Amber Listed)
Common Whitethroat (Amber Listed)
Song Thrush (Amber Listed)
Dunnock (Amber Listed)
European Bull nch (Amber Listed)
European Green nch (Red Listed)
Common Linnet (Red Listed)

The reedbed species (Cuckoo, Moorhen, Sedge Warbler) generally prefer undisturbed
areas of reed bed to nest in. Potentially all of the remaining species may already nest on
site. The two nches prefer scrubby areas, whilst Song Thrush and Dunnock like dense
low undergrowth, the former often in damp areas.
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Table A. The sites interest features, statuses and threats.
Interest Feature

Status

Reason(s) for status

Threats

Reed bed

Moderate

Drying out of the area
caused by accumulation
of leaf litter raising
general ground levels.
Lack of management of
adjacent ditch. Very slow
ow rates allowing rapid
silting and deposition in
the ditch allowing rapid
reed growth.

Continuing lack of
management leading to
build up of litter and
scrub encroachment.

Borrowdyke

Moderate/Poor

Not typical of local
borrowdykes given the
grass present in parts,
although ‘marshy’ areas
appear healthy

Drying out completely,
scrub encroachment.

Kings Mere drainage
ditch

Good/moderate

Cleared in October 2021
but low ow rates,
caused by blockages at
each end of the ditch,
cause rapid silting and
reed growth

Choking of ditch with
reeds.

Pond or Oxbow
structure

Poor

Drying out of the area
caused by accumulation
of leaf litter raising
general ground levels
and decreasing pond
depth.

Continuing lack of
management leading to
build up of litter and
scrub encroachment.

Wet Scrub

Moderate

Lacking in any great
quantity.

Lack of management will
result in succession and
drying out of this
transition zone.

Dry Scrub

Moderate

Of similar age, with
mostly dense shadowing
canopy unsuitable for
birds that nest near the
ground. Habitat is overrepresented in the
general area to the
detriment of the
grassland.

Lack of management will
result in woodland
succession and
complete loss of
grasslands

Cricket-bat Willows

Moderate/Good

Possibly too old for a
timber crop?

Removal

Chelmer Blackwater Reserve
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Interest Feature

Status

Reason(s) for status

Poor

Western-most potentially Scrub encroachment
nutrient poor grassland
overgrown with scrub.
Central dense grassland,
status unknown. Seawall
- mown at least annually

Moderate

Becoming increasingly
shaded by scrub

Grassland Areas

South-facing
borrowdyke bank

Chelmer Blackwater Reserve

April 2022

Threats

Scrub encroachment
and shading; loss of
habitat.
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5.0 Management Objectives
Note that the objectives and tasks set out below do not include the wildlife surveys and
monitoring which are described in section 7.0, although if a survey is needed to advise on

Plan E. Proposed habitat types on the Reserve

future management strategy then it is mentioned. Should general wildlife surveys provide
information that questions the existing management plan then the particular habitat
assessment will be reviewed.
5.1 Reed bed
5.1.1 Objective
To rewet the reed bed and increase species diversity
5.1.2 Targets
•
•
•
•

Clear existing channels of reed growth
Survey levels and hydrology of the reed bed. Investigate drainage into reed beds
If surveys reveal it is possible, take control of the hydrology of the reed bed.
Restore botanically diverse wet reed bed

Chelmer Blackwater Reserve
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5.1.3 Rationale and management
At present the reed bed appears quite dry and also raised from the general level of the
water owing through the main ditch which it assumed is the main source of water for the
reedbed. It is possible that there are historic drains/watercourses that run into the reed
bed from the canal but these need investigating. Leaf litter has also built up in the reed
bed also contributing to the general rise in levels.
Assuming that we cannot raise the water level running through the ditch then ways of
wetting the reed-bed need considering and can only be considered with suitable data
(e.g. levels).
Subject to survey, gaining control of the hydrology of the site could be achieved by, for
example, digging out the existing channels in the reed beds to a greater depth and by
installing a sluice from the ditch into the reed bed.
5.1.4 Management tasks
•
•
•
•
•

Periodically clear encroaching scrub from reed bed
Periodically keep channels within reed bed clear of reeds
Carry out levels survey and investigate existing drainage
Subject to survey, dig out reed bed channels and install sluice
At regular intervals, ensure ditch is free of reeds

5.2 Borrowdyke
5.2.1 Objective
To restore the borrowdyke habitat by increasing amount of water within it and so creating
a barrier to access to the Reserve along this feature.
5.2.2 Targets
•Survey the ora of the ‘marshy’ areas
•Investigate and con rm the drainage
into the borrowdyke
• Subject to
investigation,
r e i n s t a t e
drainage to
borrowdyke
5.2.3 Rationale
and
management
Preliminary
investigations
have revealed
that there is little
in the way of
silting of the
bottom of the

Photo 5. Varied borrowdyke habitats
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Photo 6. Depth of cover of
soil in borrowdyke before
hitting gravel
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Photo 7. West end of borrowdyke showing grass
invasion

borrowdyke with perhaps no more than 200mm of
earth and vegetation on its base (see Photo 6).
However, it appears that the borrowdyke does not
receive signi cant amounts of water and whilst
some areas have healthy sedge, rush and reed
species, some areas have become grassdominated. It appears that what water is present is
either ground water or running in from the western
end of the borrowdyke.
Potential water sources that could be draining into
the borrowdyke require identifying as raising the
water level would hopefully encourage sedge, rush
and reed habitats to re-establish.

5.2.4 Management tasks
• Identify sources of drainage into borrowdyke
• Survey ora to advise future management
5.3 Kings Mere - drainage ditch
5.3.1 Objective
To increase the ow rate by resolving blockage to Victorian culvert under the bypass and
ensuring the sluice out onto the River Blackwater is working e ectively; reverse the
straightening work carried out historically and manage reed growth.
5.3.2. Targets
•
•
•
•

Arrange for unblocking of bypass culvert
Ensure sluice is working properly
Reshape the Kings Mere to restore bends etc
Keep Kings Mere largely free of reed, apart from along its edges.

5.3.3 Rationale and management
Currently ow rates are very slow along the Kings Mere, due to the blockages both ends.
These very slow ow rates allow rapid silt deposition and growth of reeds within water
way. Removal of the blockages will result in a faster ow rate which will ensure silting
does not occur so rapidly.
A straight ditch is not good for biodiversity. Returning the Kings Mere to its original course
would allow for rewetting of areas of reed bed and also increase opportunities and refuge
areas for aquatic invertebrates, sh and amphibians.
5.4 Pond or Oxbow structure
5.4.1 Objective
To restore the feature by removing successional vegetation and creating open water.
Page 16 of 27
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5.4.2. Targets
•Take out all reed growth and cut back any
sallows around the feature.
•Construct new small ponds in appropriate
areas of the site with a variety of aspects,
subject to survey.
•NB Realigning the Kings Mere would see
the drain run through the feature and
thought would need to be given to minor
landscaping if the desire was to create a
pond separate from the Kings Mere.
Photo 8. Main pond/oxbow in foreground, full of reeds and
connected to main drain

5.4.3 Rationale and management

The feature on site has become overgrown
with reeds - see photo 8. Clearing the reed and cutting back any sallows nearby will open
up the area and con rm the nature of the feature. Future works and maintenance will
depend on the outcome of these ndings.
5.4.4 Management tasks
•
•
•
•
•

Remove reeds from feature
Cut back any scrub to reduce shading (but leave an area on one side, to be decided)
Assess nature of the feature
Produce management plan based on ndings
Identify other areas where ponds may exist; repeat above or construct new to create
permanent, ephemeral and/or temporary ponds
• Cut marginal vegetation on a rotation cycle, length cycle depending on results of
surveys (no more than 1/3 of vegetation in any one year)
5.5 Wet Scrub
5.5.1 Objective
•Maintain small areas of willow by periodic
coppicing
5.5.2 Targets
•Map areas of sallow
•Coppice on a rotational basis to ensure mixed
age structure
•Select specimens/stools to retain for ageing
and decline.
Photo 9. Wet scrub along old line of Kings Mere

5.5.3 Rationale and management

There are only small areas of sallow scrub but they form an important component of the
site. However, sallow grows very quickly and it will soon encroach on other areas and
April 2022
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ultimately succession of habitat will dry the wet scrub areas out completely. A coppice
cycle of say 5-15 years (depending on the result of surveys) should ensure a diverse
range of age and introduce structural diversity which in turn increases the ecological
niches.
5.5.4 Management tasks
• Cut sallows on rotation 5-7 year coppice cycle
5.6 Dry Scrub
5.6.1 Objective
Selective removal of scrub at west end of reserve and manage remaining scrub to provide
a heterogeneous mosaic of scrub with a range of age and structure in order to provide a
wide mix of niches.
5.6.2 Targets
• Reduce scrub cover
• Create heterogeneous area of scrub along west boundary
5.6.3 Rationale and management
The dry scrub at the west end is particularly dominant and encroaching across other
habitats resulting in a lack of structural and species diversity, with Blackthorn particularly
dominant. Management was last carried out 20-30 years ago.
Scrub is to be removed from de ned areas to leave an area of scrub, approximately
5-10m in depth, although will vary as there will be a ‘soft’ boundary with the grassland.
Within the area of removal, some self-seeded fruit trees of uncertain species will be
retained, as will some of the Common Broom Cytisus scoparius to retain nectar-providing
and fruit-bearing species for birds, invertebrates etc. All non-native Holm Oaks Quercus
ilex will be removed.
The boundary scrub strip will be managed to create a thickened hedge along the edge of
the public footpath and the remaining areas will be allowed to develop as scrub that will
be periodically cut to increase structural and species diversity.
5.6.4 Management tasks
• Clear scrub that is encroaching on other valued habitats
• Scallop the edge of the retained 5-10m strip of scrub at the western boundary
• Establish a scrub management regime that cuts no more than 20% of the scrub on site
at any one time.
• Use brush and wood from scrub clearance to create habitat piles, dead hedges and
hibernacula
5.7 Cricket-bat Willows
5.7.1 Objective
Enhance structural diversity and biodiversity of the strip of cricket-bat willows
April 2022
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5.7.2. Targets
• Arrange bat survey as soon as practical
• Subject to survey, allow trees to mature further to provide bat roosts
• Where possible, retain deadwood
5.7.3 Rationale and management

Photo 10. Cricket-bat Willows

The willows are a signi cant feature of the site, towering far
above the surrounding vegetation. They are a landmark for
wildlife as well as humans. Willows have a high value for
invertebrates but currently there is very little deadwood
present. Managing with minimal interventions should allow
an increase in deadwood, with remedial works as and when
required. Providing bird and bat boxes on the trees would
further enhance their value. Avoid felling dead trees unless
there is a compelling safety risk.

5.7.4 Management tasks
• Commission a bat survey
• Install bird and bat boxes
• Arti cially create standing and fallen deadwood habitat by providing log piles and ringbarking some limbs
• Carry out regular safety checks of the trees and remedial works as required.
• Manage neighbourly relations with Essex Waterways
5.8 Grasslands
5.8.1 Objective
Restore grasslands at western end of Reserve; investigate central grassland area; contact
Environment Agency regarding management of the sea wall.
5.8.2 Targets
• Selective clearance of scrub that has encroached on potential nutrient poor grassland
to the western end of the reserve.
• Introduce structural diversity by establishing a cutting regime to western grassland
• Investigate further the central grassland area
• Ensure Environment Agency have a suitable cutting regime for the seawall
5.8.3 Rationale and management
The grasslands are a major part of the Reserve but they are in poor order and appear to
have seen little management during the last decade at least.
Removal of the scrub beginning to cover the western end of the reserve will allow the
recovery of, what is hoped is, nutrient-poor grassland which is rare in the local area. This
will encourage oral biodiversity and increase its attractiveness to invertebrates. To
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further increase structural diversity, the areas of grassland will be managed in two zones one adjacent to the scrub zone will be cut on rotation and the rest cut annually. Cutting
will take place between September and October, to allow seeds to set and reduce the
negative impacts on invertebrates. A further spring cut may be introduced to control the
dominant grasses to encourage owering species. Arisings are to be removed from the
mown area and added to existing habitat piles or burnt on site.
A four year rotational cut on the area nearest the scrub will allow denser vegetation to
form a bu er between scrub and grassland, which will o er overwintering cover for
invertebrates and potential breeding habitat for warblers. The edge of this is to be
scalloped, not straight, so increasing the habitat and also reduces shading; bare patches
of ground should be created to act as basking areas for butter ies, moths and reptiles.
Habitat woodpiles should be incorporated within the western grassland. These are good
for fungi and for invertebrates and for shelter and basking for amphibians and reptiles.
Sizes of these piles should vary in size and aspect and materials; one or two
hibernaculums should be provided. A detail
i s a t t a c h e d - s e e F i g u re A (https://
www.growsonyou.com/sussexsarah/blog/13803-sex-food-andshelter-amphibian-style)

Figure A. Example of a hibernaculum design

Woodpiles can be used as repositories for
future cuttings, deadwood, leaf litter etc, but
only replenished during the summer (MaySeptember) when animals will not be hiding
in them.

Turning to the central grassland, further
investigation is required into the best way to manage this area. As previously stated, the
lack of any other plants aside from grasses is unusual. Various trials using di erent
management techniques may be needed before a management strategy can be formed.
As far as the seawall, it is hoped that discussions with Environment Agency can ne tune
the management to increase oral diversity, within the limits of their remit to make sure
the seawall is structurally secure.
5.8.4 Management tasks
• Clear scrub to western end of the Reserve.
• Cut open areas annually and areas adjacent to west boundary scrub, on a two-year
rotation, allowing to intentionally create bare ground habitat in places. Remove cuttings,
placing on habitat piles or burning.
• Regular monitoring between May and July - botanical surveys, moth trapping and
general invertebrate surveys together with incidental recording of all species groups
• Carry out further investigations in central grass area. Consider small scale management
trials
• Approach Environment Agency to review management of sea wall.
5.9 South-facing and north-facing borrowdyke banks
5.9.1 Objective
April 2022
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Restore south-facing bank, being one side of the borrowdyke, by removing scrub. Create
barrier to entry along north-facing bank of borrowdyke by utilising existing scrub growth
to create a hedge along this boundary to prevent access from seawall and disturbance by
people and dogs.
5.9.2 Targets
• Remove scrub to south-facing bank of borrowdyke
• Retain scrub to north side and manage to create hedge.
5.9.3 Rationale and management
The south facing bank is the only
part of the Reserve suitable for a
diverse range of hole nesting
invertebrates, including bees and
wasp. It can be an important
h a b i t a t f o r n e c t a r- f e e d i n g
species, not just for nesting but
also basking. Currently scrub is
growing along the whole length of
the borrowdyke both sides and Photo 12. Most of bank is covered in
shading the bank and so reducing thick scrub
its attractiveness to invertebrates.
Removal of the scrub will open up the bank to the full sun and
Photo 11. Clear area of earth
restore it to its full potential. The bank should then be managed
bank showing bare patches
to ensure no further growth of scrub, except in de ned areas.
and short sward
Rabbits should do the job of keeping plenty of bare areas fully
exposed to the sun. The north facing bank, through management
of the existing scrub, by dead hedging, hedge laying, reducing the height of the scrub
etc., could be managed into an e ective barrier to ensure that no access across the
borrowdyke is possible by people or dogs.
5.9.4 Management tasks
• Clear most scrub from both sides of borrowdyke
• Manage scrub along both sides of borrowdyke
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6.0 Work Schedule
6.1 Details of timing of work in relation to nesting birds etc.
All clearance work, whether removal of trees, scrub, reeds, brambles, climbers, will take
place outside the main nesting season which runs from 1st March to 31st August. Work
will therefore take place between 1st September and the last day of February. This will
ensure that the risk of clearance work disturbing, damaging or destroying bird’s nests,
whether on the ground or in vegetation, being minimised. This is a legal obligation under
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
Management actions set out in Section 5 are detailed in Table A below. Year 1 is taken as
2022.
It is assumed that surveys of ora and fauna will occur regularly during each year and so
no mention of these are made in the schedule below (unless for speci c management
reasons) and can be found in section 7.0
Table B. Reserve Management Schedule
Habitat

Management Action

Period

Timing

Clear encroaching
scrub

Year 1

Between September and
February

Keep channels clear Year 2 and annually

Between September and
February

Carry out levels
survey

Year 1

Between September and
February

Dig out channels
and install sluice

Year 3-4

Between September and
February

Clear ditch of reeds

Year 5+

Between September and
February

thereafter

Reed Bed

Borrowdyke

Any time of year

Survey ora

Year 1

May - August

Subject to
investigations,
manually remove
grass

Year 4

September-February

Management of
borrowdyke

Year 5+

September-February

Resolve blockage of Year 1
bypass culvert

Any time of year

Resolve defective
sluice

Any time of year

Year 1

April 2022
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Investigate drainage Year 1

Habitat

Kings Mere - Drainage
ditch

Pond/Oxbow

Wet Scrub

Dry Scrub

Cricket-bat Willows

Grasslands

ff
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Management Action

Period

Timing

Clear reeds from
channel to maintain
open water

Annual

September-October

Clear reeds from
channel edge

Every third and fourth
year, alternate sides

September-October

Year 5+
Machine clear
channel and reshape
channel to introduce
diversity of habitat

September-October

Remove reeds and
cut back scrub

Year 1-2

September-October

Identify and create
other ponds

Year 3

Any time of years, so
long as nesting birds not
a ected

Cut marginal
vegetation (3-4 year
cycle)

Year 3 onward

September-October

Cut sallows (5-15
year coppice cycle)

Year 5

September-October

Clear scrub at
western end

Years 1-2

September-February

Rotational cut 25%
of remaining scrub
annually

Year 3 onward

September-February

Create habitat piles
and hibernaculum

Years 1-3

September-February

Ring-barking

Year 2 onwards

September-February

Provide bat and bird Year 2 onwards
boxes

September - February

Regular safety
checks and
arbocultural safety
work as required

Year 1 onwards

September - February
subject to check for bat
roosts. Checks can be
carried out all year.

Clear scrub from
west end

Years 1-2

September-February

Cut open areas
annually

Year 1 onwards

September-October

Cut areas adjacent
to scrub

Year 1 onwards

September-October
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Habitat

South-facing and north
facing borrowdyke
banks

Chelmer Blackwater Reserve

Management Action

Period

Timing

Investigate central
grass area

Year 1

September-February

Year 1
Approach
Environment Agency

Any time

Year 1
Clear scrub from
south-facing bank to
borrowdyke

September - February

Keep clear of scrub

Year 2 onwards

September - February

Control scrub,
reduce height, dead
hedge and lay
hedging to northfacing bank to
borrowdyke

Year 1

September - February

Maintain hedges

Year 2 on

September - February

April 2022
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7.0 Wildlife Surveys and monitoring
It is advisable to survey the valued ecological features on site during or prior to the rst
year of management in order to serve as a baseline. Monitoring should be undertaken by
acknowledged local experts. Future surveys can then be compared against the
benchmark in order to inform management activities.
These surveys will commence in 2022 and be annual, if possible, for the rst ve years
and then every ve years thereafter. Number of suggested surveys are minimums:
Table C. Calendar of wildlife surveys showing minimum number in speci ed periods
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Birds1, 2

May

Jul

Aug

Three

Aquatic1

One

Oct

Nov

Dec

Two
☞

One

☜

Amphibians &
reptiles1, 3

Sep

Two

One

☜

Flora1

☞

Check waters for spawn
and eggs

Mammals1, 4, 5, 6

One bat survey

Invertebrates1

☜

Moth trapping1

☜

Notes

One

☞

Two

☞

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All incidental observations of all families should be recorded.
Breeding Bird Survey methodology to be used March-July.
Great Crested Newts are not thought to occur on the site.
Droppings/urine stains on bat boxes can point to bat roosts
Larger mammals are generally identi able all year by sight, footprints and
spraints.
6. Small mammals could be recorded using Longworth traps or similar.
☜ Surveys can be carried out outside the suggested period
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APPENDIX 1
Extract from LOCAL WILDLIFE SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
Produced by the Essex Local Wildlife Sites Partnership Published by Essex Wildlife Trust Second Edition June 2009 Revised
January 2010 Revised January 2016

Habitat Criterion 9 (HC9) – Lowland Meadows
“All old, largely unimproved grasslands identi able as falling within the de nition of the NVC MG5 Lowland Meadow vegetation type
will be eligible for selection.”
Guidance
Whilst the nominate species for this community are Common Knapweed and Crested Dog’s-tail, this vegetation type embraces a wide
supporting ora, including such rarities as Green-winged Orchid, Pepper-saxifrage, Cuckoo ower and many other grasses and herbs.
It embraces grasslands on circum-neutral soils, which can exhibit species more normally associated with unimproved acid or
calcareous grassland. Reference to the underlying geology should help to place the grassland community in question within the right
habitat category.
This criterion should include all grasslands that are in a deteriorated condition but which can be restored to this vegetation type.
Evidence for antiquity and a likely lack of signi cant agricultural improvement can be taken from the presence of indicator plants, landform or documentary records. Where appropriate, reference should also be made to the size of the site and its location within the
county, with special dispensation given to smaller or poor quality sites where little such grassland remains in that part of the county.
With the modern availability of “conservation” grassland seed mixes, it is now possible to create an MG5 sward out of a packet. Such
swards should not be identi ed here, but might be included as a LoWS if it satis es another grassland criterion or if the grassland is
known to support wildlife that satis es species selection criteria.
Floodplain Grazing Marsh
Special consideration should be given to large tracts of river oodplain grassland, especially those still subjected to seasonal
inundation. Few areas of such habitat in Essex attain the full de nition of the Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh Habitat of Principal
Importance in England in that the majority of Essex ditch systems dry out during the summer rather than maintaining a high soil water
table. However, there is justi cation in conserving all Essex examples, with the hope that active management of the water table might
help to restore some areas.
Even where the sward has been signi cantly improved, so that the ora has no particular merit, the environmental conditions created
can be of signi cance for terrestrial invertebrate populations and some over-wintering waders (e.g. Snipe Gallinago gallinago, Curlew
Numenius arquata, Lapwing Vanellus vanellus and Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria). Equally, where a high water table can be
maintained, the aquatic ora and fauna of the associated ditches can be of greater signi cance than the open grassland, but such
habitats are better treated here rather than alongside more mainstream aquatic habitats.
Because of their risk of ooding, many such remaining tracts of oodplain grassland can be considered to be old, even though they
may have lost their characteristic ora. Such areas have often been under a grazing regime for long periods, and often support
important invertebrate assemblages associated with animal dung. Continuity of grassland cover is also important for numerous other
invertebrate species. Equally, where oodplain grassland has been ploughed up for cereal cultivation despite winter ooding and
subsequent crop impedance, encouragement should be given to recreate oodplain grassland habitats. Given the importance of
environmental conditions rather than a speci c ora, such grasslands can be realistically recreated, although the diversity of ditch ora
and fauna may not come to match ancient oodplain grasslands.
Such areas of oodplain grassland can act as a bu er for the associated river. For example, by reducing the impact of nutrient run-o
compared to a river with arable cropping being practised right up to the top of the bank. Large tracts of semi-natural vegetation along
river valleys can also function as a wildlife corridor, assisting in the dispersal of fauna through the open countryside.
There can be justi cation in considering some riverside willow plantations within this broad category, where the wildlife interest is
associated with the tall herb vegetation rather than what might be perceived as the ‘woodland’ cover above. In these situations, there
is likely to be some cross-over with the swamp and tall-herb fen communities considered in section 4.5 (not detailed there).
Habitat Criterion 11 (HC11) – Other Neutral Grasslands
“Unimproved or semi-improved (Semi-improved grassland is a transition category between unimproved and improved swards, they
have typically been modi ed by one or other of the following: herbicides, fertilizers, drainage and/or intensive mowing/grazing, but still
retain some features and/or species associated with unimproved grassland) pastures or meadows that do not clearly t criterion HC9
shall be eligible for selection if they support features that indicate long continuity as grassland or support notable populations of
invertebrates. Special consideration should be given to sites listed in the
These grasslands can, like the lowland meadows covered by HC9, occur on circum-neutral soils and may exhibit species associated
with unimproved acid or calcareous grasslands. Reference to the underlying geology should help to place the grassland community in
question within the right habitat category.
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Habitat Criterion 21 (HC21) – Coastal Grazing Marsh
“All areas of coastal grazing marsh shall be eligible for selection”.
Guidance
Particular consideration should be given to size, diversity, the presence of anthills, low-ways and periodically inundated creeks, notable
species and close proximity to the associated intertidal habitats. The presence of a characteristic ora is desirable but is not essential,
especially where the main focus of importance is over-wintering wildfowl and waders along with summer breeding wildfowl and
waders.
Whilst the conservation of old grazing marsh is of considerable importance, newer areas of coastal grazing marsh grassland should
also be considered. Such areas might be created through agri-environment schemes or as part of coastal realignment projects and
could qualify for selection as a LoWS if a particular importance for a species or group of species is demonstrated.
Intertidal Habitats
Truly marine habitats are generally held to be beyond the scope of Local Wildlife Site systems, but the intertidal zone of mud ats and
saltmarsh communities is included and this will include the following Habitats of Principal Importance in England: Coastal Saltmarsh,
Intertidal mud ats and Seagrass Beds. The majority of this habitat in Essex is protected by both UK and EU legislation but several
small fragments of these habitats (mainly saltmarsh) occur outside this legal framework, excluded from SSSI designation by relatively
high degrees of disturbance, greater environmental degradation or other limiting factor. Nevertheless, these areas can act as important
bu ers to the legally designated sites and also provide opportunities for environmental education that will not damage the best
examples of this fragile and declining habitat.
As discussed elsewhere, coastal grazing marsh was generally created by enwalling the upper end of saltmarsh zonations – the fringe
of land through which the natural tidal cycle ranged. As a result, the high tide limit in Essex is invariably a false boundary, a meeting of
sea and an engineered wall, whether it is built of clay, concrete or other arti cial material. As such, there are very few places where
there exists a natural tidal cycle and a full zonation of upper saltmarsh communities. Such areas are of value as near-natural
ecosystems. These conditions are mimicked, to a greater or lesser extent, by the several managed retreat schemes around the Essex
coast although in some cases the last line of defence is still an arti cial wall and in nearly all cases the tidal cycle is still arti cially
channelled through breaches in outer seawalls, giving rise to arti cially adapted drainage cycles.
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